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Women are an interesting lot. As the famous South Pacific lyrics say, “there
is nothing like a dame.” This was a sexualized version of what it means to be
a woman. In truth however, there is nothing like a dame. Or, more precisely
speaking, nothing like a woman. Call the species what you will, women are a
breed unto themselves. Individually and collectively, we have been redefining
our worth, stature, vulnerabilities and uniqueness. In the process, we are
redefining beauty.
Photo credit: Cathy Pinsky

As women, we hide our ages and our moles; we straighten and curl our hair; we

FROM THE

plump and pluck; we eat and starve. We ask ourselves: is beauty partly fashion?
How much of it is in the eye of the beholder? Even after The Feminine Mystique
told us who we were in the sixties, and Fear of Flying gave us permission to be
who we wanted to be in the seventies, we as women still continue to question
our place and examine our role.
In keeping with our vision of encouraging conversation on topics that are
important to the community, ArtsWestchester has turned its spotlight on
the many faces of Eve in its SHE exhibition, beautifully curated by Kathleen
Reckling, ArtsWestchester’s Gallery Director, and conceived by our arts
committee which, unintentionally, is populated by women. Throughout the run
of the exhibition, there will be time and space for women and men to join the
conversation, with ladies first of course.
We are deeply grateful to those who make it possible for us, through our
exhibition and conversation programs, to focus on community issues and
concerns. Thank you to National Endowment for the Arts and Con Edison. We
deeply appreciate the many community organizations whose leaders helped us
enrich our concept of SHE. Thank you to Nicole Sheindlin, Executive Director
of Her Honor Mentoring; Heather Miller, Executive Director of The Thomas H.
Slater Center; Maria Imperial, Executive Director of YWCA of White Plains &
Central Westchester; and all our of community partners. These are some of the
many organizations that support the needs of women day in, day out, around the
clock and throughout the year. Finally, a huge thanks to the arts committee of
ArtsWestchester’s Board of Trustees for their creativity and commitment.
– Janet Langsam
CEO, ArtsWestchester
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“SHE spotlights the challenges
contemporary women face in defining
contemporary ‘womanhood .’”
Gallery Curator, Kathleen Reckling
photo credit: Stefan Radtke

FROM THE

For a college graduation present, my best friend Mike gave me the book How
to Walk in High Heels: The Girl’s Guide to Everything, by Camilla Morton. It’s
part coffee table book, part manual-for-living. It has informative essays like
Manolo Blahnik’s “How to Pick a Shoe,” chapters with instructional titles like
“How to Buy a House,” and brief quips of sound advice like: “never make fun
of a love-struck fool because one day it could be you.” The book seemed
like an odd gift to get from a male contemporary. After all, what did he know
about being a girl, or about what advice I would need in order to survive in
the “real world”? But Mike was onto something. Being a girl, or woman, is
tricky business. To quote the 21st century feminist Caitlin Moran quoting a 20th
century feminist: “When Simone de Beauvoir said, ‘One is not born a woman –
one becomes one,’ she didn’t know the half of it.”
SHE: Deconstructing Female Identity is an exhibition about the half, and
then some, of becoming a woman. When domestic roles are less gender
specific, when androgynous fashion is mainstream, and when linguists and
citizens alike acknowledge that gender is no longer a binary “he” vs. “she”
question, it’s fair to say the word “feminine” isn’t what it used to be. SHE
spotlights the challenges contemporary women face in defining contemporary
“womanhood.” Our eleven artists happen to be women, but the imagery and
themes in their artworks transcend, speaking to universal challenges faced by
people of all genders. The artworks eloquently and humorously engage with
the struggle of self-identification versus societal expectations and with the
notion of a woman’s “proper” space and place.
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“ I figure if a
girl wants
to be a
legend,
she should
just go
ahead and
be one. ”
–Calamity Jane
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A 			 FOR ALL AGES

T

he “blonde bombshell” is

despite the controversy, West was

the matriarch of popular

a Hollywood smash and was at one

culture’s cache of female

point the second highest paid person

archetypes. Porcelain-

in America behind only publisher

skinned with a platinum

William Randolph Hurst.

coif and hourglass figure,

Davidson references West’s

this breed of sex symbol

biography through shape and

entered our visual vocabulary in the

material. The archetype takes the

1930s with Jean Harlow and Mae

sculptural form of an inflated latex

West. In the 1940s and ‘50s, she was

balloon wearing a blue satin corset,

Betty Grable and Marilyn Monroe.

surrounded by a net and seemingly

Today, she is embodied by celebrities

tethered to the gallery floor with

like Brooklyn Decker, Lady Gaga and

ropes and sandbags. The bulbous

Scarlett Johansson. At the center

and comical form of Maebe is at

of ArtsWestchester’s gallery floats

once trapped and yet on the verge of

Nancy Davidson’s sculpture Maebe,

an escape. Like West herself, Maebe

a humorous homage to Mae West,

seems corseted by convention

the queen of the double entendre.

but is a star in spite of, or perhaps

Throughout her career, West faced

because of, that convention. The

backlash from the public for her

installation sits in the gallery with a

controversial stance on women’s

slightly seductive tilt, as if to quote

sexual liberation. In 1926, she was

its inspiration: “Cultivate your curves

even sentenced to ten days in a New

– they may be dangerous, but they

York City prison for her play Sex. Yet

won’t be avoided.”
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Across the gallery from Maebe is Rebecca
Mushtare’s Selling Madonna, a series of
eight lenticular prints referencing Western
culture’s most enduring embodiment of ideal
womanhood – the Virgin Mary. Miraculously
both virgin and doting mother, the Madonna
is the antithesis of the sexually-available
“blonde bombshell.” In Selling Madonna,
Renaissance paintings of Mary and baby
Jesus morph into print media advertisements
from the 2000s, revealing an enduring
iconography of motherhood that is more than
500 years old. The prints are motivated by
a series of important questions: how many
mothers are actually represented by these
classic images or, more importantly, how
many mothers (or images of parenting) are
left out?

Maebe (detail) by Nancy Davidson

Selling Madonna #1 by Rebecca Mushtare
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YOU ARE WHAT YOU

T

he A-list celebrities who hire stylists to pick

is professional versus casual, trendy versus passé,

the right dress, confect the perfect hair style

powerful versus subordinate? Marcy B. Freedman’s

and select the best accessories for a red

commissioned performance symbolizes the dilemmas

carpet appearance know better than anyone

and self-questioning that women face each day as

– clothes can make the woman. Exhibiting

they get dressed: do I dress for me or do I dress for

artists Marcy B. Freedman, Barbara Segal

the world? How do I want to be perceived? Am I what

and Nicole Awai look to the art of getting dressed and

I wear? Freedman relinquishes control of her identity

explore the ways in which women construct public

by allowing the audience to choose her apparel.

identities through their wardrobes.

Each ensemble will imply a particular persona, which
Freedman will then adopt when she puts on the

Fashion is a language as much written by society’s

clothes.

ideas as by our own sense of style and self. What
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Specimen from Local Ephemera: Pinpoint Black (Forward), (detail), by Nicole Awai, Courtesy of Artist Pension Trust

Barbara Segal’s Candy Verde is a tongue-in-cheek

When it comes to people, we often judge a book by

tribute to woman’s most utilitarian and statement-

its cover. Nicole Awai’s drawings and installations

making accessory – her handbag. The work is an

challenge the way we use visual codes as a means

Hermès Birkin bag painstakingly recreated in marble

of constructing a person’s individual narrative. In

– a reflection on woman’s (and man’s) obsession with

the large-scale, mixed-media drawings from Local

the use of fashion items as status symbols. The Birkin

Ephemera, and in her site-specific installation Prevail

bag is the epitome of ultra-luxury accessories. Named

(I am Not a Tourist), Awai sets the figure of a topsy-

for singer and actress Jane Birkin, and designed by

turvy doll against technical drawings and a “sensation

the famous French fashion house Hermès, the Birkin

code” – a meaningless cipher with names taken from

is a medium-sized, hand-made leather handbag. In

nail polish bottles. The combinations of elements

itself, it’s nondescript, even boring; yet the waiting

and media, including painting, collage, drawing and

list for a new Birkin, which can cost up to $100,000, is

sculpture, disrupt the ways viewers are used to

rumored to be five years long. Price tag and scarcity

reading people and works of art. Each component

considered, walking out with a Birkin on your arm

in each piece has multiple complex meanings. For

is both a declaration of power and the definition

example, the topsy-turvy doll, a complex figure in

of conspicuous consumption. Segal’s sculpture

African American culture, comes to represent the

reinforces the bag’s iconic status, by presenting an

dualities in us all.

object that is, by nature, ephemeral and transforming it
into an enduring, almost religious, idol for worship.

“Know, first, who you are;
and then adorn yourself
accordingly.”
–Epictetus

Candy Verde by Barbara Segal
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The Eye of Perception by Debbie Han

“There is no absolutely plain woman any more than there
are any absolutely beautiful.” – Michel de Montaigne, Essays (1580)

IN THE LOOKING

T

o say someone is an “exotic beauty”

emotionless portrait of Venus – the goddess of

or a “conventional beauty” or even a

love and beauty – so the viewer must look to

“great beauty” implies that beauty is

the body for further identifying clues. Each is a

subjective, echoing the age-old adage

different ethnicity. Each has a different body type.

that beauty is in the eye of the beholder.

Each takes on a different gesture. Yet, all figures in

What is exotic to one culture or age may

the portrait are experiencing the same feelings of

be conventional to another. The works

joy or vulnerability.

of Debbie Han and Mari Ogihara reflect
the shared female experience in an endeavor to

Mari Ogihara compares repetitive decoration on

conform to society’s definition of “beautiful.”

pieces like her Strip and Dismantle, Corset and
Underthing, sculptures that address women’s

For more than a decade, Debbie Han has

daily dressing and make-up routines. Every

explored global and changing paradigms of

morning, men and women around the world wake

feminine attractiveness. Works such as the

up and prepare themselves for the day ahead with

sculptural “Terms of Beauty” as well as the

a series of rituals as fortifying as making a cup of

photographic “Seasons of Being” and “The Eye

coffee or as superficial as “putting on their faces.”

of Perception,” all on view in SHE, meld antiquity

Ogihara’s body of work includes sensual torsos

with the contemporary, creating hybrid forms

that exude both strength and vulnerability. Each

that juxtapose the ideal with the real, questioning

piece is clay, molded from the same underwear

the very notion of an “ideal” beauty. In Seasons

mannequin form. The forms are then cut, arranged

of Being I and Seasons of Being IV, Han looks

and embellished in ways that suggest armor, skin,

beyond specific cultures and to the universal

flesh, clothing and scars. Each is a standalone

feminine experience. Each group portrait in the

work, but as a group they represent the strength

series references a different emotion or state

women gain when they unite.

of being. The figures all have the same face, an
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Nature of the Beast by Kathy Ruttenberg

“It is Goldilocks who goes to the home of the bears, Little Red Riding
Hood who converses with the wolf…We had thought only little girls
spoke with animals.” – Susan Griffin, Woman and Nature: The Roaring Inside Her (1978)
11 •

ADDRESSING

T

he association between nature and woman

alluring world, where nature and mankind are

is ancient and deeply rooted. Consider

intertwined – where branches and leaves grow from

Mother Nature and Earth Goddess, and

human limbs and men and women are hybrid beings,

the heroines in Grimm’s Fairy Tales. Some

part human and part animal. In Nature of the Beast,

schools of feminism view the notion that

a female figure stands at the center of a towering

‘female is to male as nature is to culture’ as

ring of flowers that resembles a cage. She is like a

being at the root of women’s subordinate

grown-up Alice, who drank the potion that made her

place in societies around the world. For others, the

ten inches tall and has fallen down the rabbit hole

notion is a source of empowerment. Valerie Piraino

into Wonderland. Mushrooms sprout from her head;

and Kathy Ruttenberg create sculptural works that

acorns are at her feet; swirling around her are birds

reference the female-nature allegory as a way of

and forest creatures; and in her hand she holds a vine

investigating complex human relationships.

that has blossomed into a man’s genitals. The figure
seems to embody Simone de Beauvoir’s assessment

Valerie Piraino grew up in both Sub-Saharan Africa

that the female “is more enslaved to the species

and the United States. Her drawings and sculptures

than the male, her animality is more manifest.” The

emerge from her transnational identity and reference

sculpture’s material, clay, is especially significant as

both the exploitation and fetishization of black

it comes directly from the earth, strengthening the

bodies. Pieces like Ravished, Famished, and Juicy

association between femininity and nature.

(Half Papaya) and Bad Seed are exotic tropical
fruits formed from a mixture of synthetic and natural
materials and painted in black or gold. With an
unabashed reference to female genitalia, and the
sensual parallel between the fruit’s skin and human
flesh, Piraino’s fruit become proxies for the bodies of
the Global South. The pieces further reference the
ways in which natural resources in those regions have
been depleted, manipulated and exploited.
Like Piraino, Kathy Ruttenberg is inspired by her
travels, though her works venture on psychological
journeys. Ruttenberg creates an enchanted and
Ravished, Famished and Juicy (Half Papaya) by Valerie Piraino
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Marginalia; Broken Cup (Bushmont) by Tricia Wright (photo credit: Jeffrey Sturges)

“Woman must never forget that home is the very center of her sphere.”
– S.F.W., American Ladies Magazine (May 1835)

A WOMAN’S PROPER

T

hat there are two separate spheres in daily

women who felt lost, ineffective and frustrated by

life – that one is inherently female (the

the lack of outlets for their intellectual interests. Like

domestic sphere) and the other is definitively

Gilman’s character, these women were clawing at

male (the public sphere) – is a notion that

the walls of their domestic interior, fighting to get

dates back to the Ancient Greeks. In 2016,

out into the world. Mushtare’s Beyond ‘The Yellow

with female CEOs, presidential candidates

Wallpaper’ places viewers in the position of Gilman’s

and army rangers, and with the rise of

woman – they, too, will have to get physical with the

stay-at-home dads, these spheres are no longer as

installation’s paper in order to reveal its secrets.

distinctly separate. Using wallpaper as a common
visual element, Laurel Garcia Colvin, Rebecca

Tricia Wright’s use of wallpaper in her “Anaglypta

Mushtare and Tricia Wright engage the theme of

Dreams” series has a more nostalgic tone. The work

a woman’s “proper sphere” and weigh in on its

takes its name from embossed wallpaper developed in

relevance for women today.

England in the 19th century, which is still used today,
particularly in hospital-like settings. For Wright, the

Rebecca Mushtare draws inspiration from Charlotte

paper evokes memories of her childhood in England,

Perkins Gilman’s 1892 novella The Yellow Wallpaper

where prints and patterns were prevalent in home

for her touch-responsive installation. The technology

décor, and of her regular trips to Ireland to visit her

of thermochromatic inks, which turn transparent when

mother at a nursing home. The anaglypta paper

heated to body temperature, allows Mushtare to bring

becomes the textured backdrop for minimalist works

to life the haunting story of a homebound woman’s

that are elegiac. As in her “Marginalia” series, also

descent into madness. In Gilman’s story, a female

on view in SHE, these works reposition commonplace

narrator is confined to a single room by her husband

items that are both associated with women and are

because of her “slight hysterical tendencies.” She

considered ornamental, ephemeral or domestic.

gradually becomes obsessed with the room’s insipid

Wright moves these feminine items, presented in a

yellow wallpaper, convinced that there is a woman

visual style that references the masculine school of

creeping behind it and that she herself once came

formalism (embodied by artists like Barnett Newman

from behind the walls. The story became symbolic

and Donald Judd), from the margins to the center of

of an entire generation of new, educated American

the frame. Her newest work on exhibit, appropriately
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entitled SHE, builds on series like “Marginalia” and

papered walls (a motif that was designed by the artist),

“Anaglypta Dreams,” but adds an additional component

Colvin’s toile-inspired drawings and fabrics tell the

– the sound of her mother’s voice. The moving

story of the women’s liberation movement. Key texts

sculptural piece invites the viewer to step closer and

that have defined each wave of women’s fight for equal

listen to Wright’s mother tell the story of her girlhood

rights, equal recognition and equal status in America

and coming-of-age.

(and beyond) are piled around Louis XIV-style chairs
that the artist reupholstered with her own designs.

For SHE, Laurel Garcia Colvin transforms a corner of

At the center of the installation, a needlepoint piece

ArtsWestchester’s gallery into a room dedicated to

quotes Woolf: “Women have sat indoors all these

the history of feminism. The concept and title, Beyond

millions of years…” Framed pieces on the wall depict

a Room of One’s Own, emerges from Virginia Woolf’s

female leaders in politics, the arts, comedy, literature,

seminal essay, A Room of One’s Own, in which the

and business. Each is titled with a question posed to

author argues that to write fiction, a woman needs

those role models: how are we doing? Have women

a space unto herself and a modest income. Colvin’s

not only earned a room of their own, but also an equal

installation is a room of womankind’s own. Within the

place alongside their male counterparts?
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Maude, Who Says We Don’t Have a Sense of Humor? by Laurel Garcia Colvin

A WORK IN

I

n 1966, historian Barbara Welter described the “true woman,” an
American ideal codified in the Victorian era. The “true woman”
exhibited four cardinal virtues: piety, purity, submissiveness and
domesticity. Looking at the artwork in SHE, and now several
generations removed from Victorian America, it seems that the
attributes of the “true woman” continue to shape contemporary
womanhood. Thanks to activists, writers, artists, homemakers,

business leaders and politicians of all genders, the ways in which
women are asked to measure themselves against those pillars of
identity have changed. Conversations about “leaning in” and “having
it all” percolate outside the home and in the public sphere. Barbie,
the figurehead of the “all-American girl,” has evolved to offer dolls
in all shapes, proportions, and ethnicities. Finally, the U.S. twentydollar bill may gain a woman’s face. However with all of this progress,
has woman’s “crisis of identity,” as spotlighted in Betty Friedan’s
The Feminine Mystique, passed? Likely not, nor will it. The battle
over our individuality is an ongoing one, and each age ushers in a
new set of norms and ideals to rally for or against. As The New York
Times columnist Charles Blow so beautifully put it: “Life is an endless
negotiation with ourselves and with the world about who we are —
the truest truth of who we are — and whether we have the mettle to
simply be us, all of us, as we are, backlash notwithstanding.”
– Kathleen Reckling
Gallery Curator, ArtsWestchester
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NICOLE AWAI

Brooklyn, NY
“I think of myself as a ‘perceptual’ artist. I am interested in
all interaction as a transformative experience, social and
material that creates a more acute awareness of HERE –
our present / presence; art that transgresses or transcends
location; that navigates a path through and beyond identity.
There is a fluid and emergent transition between the 2and 3-dimensional in my work. Nothing is fixed. Conjoined
figures are negotiating space, position and means of
conveyance. Design motifs act as incursions from one
territory into another. There is often the implication or
appearance of oozing, emergent materiality. Nail polish is
product, paint and signifier…

Specimen from Local Ephemera: Drab Hanger, 2007
*Courtesy of Artist Pension Trust

The double-sided configuration is more symbolic, an
abstraction that embodies the state of constant flux:
the flux of identity, time and history, the perpetual
orchestration of the condition of being female…
I have mapped the cultural and ethnographic progression
of our 21st century urban evolution that echoes in the
names designated to nail polish colors. Names such as
‘Go Go Green’…’I Vant to be An Alone Star’ and ‘I’m Not a
Tourist’ locates the current zeitgeist.”
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EXHIBITING
ARTISTS

LAUREL GARCIA COLVIN

Chappaqua, NY

“In light of the social media of young women stating their
indifference to – or outright negative views of – feminism, I felt
the need to respond through my art.
…I use historical toile pattern backgrounds juxtaposed with
contemporary situations in the foreground to address historical
women’s issues and rights.
The enormous contribution of women to this country and the
world has been largely ignored in various historical narratives.
These women’s struggles, often at great personal and
professional cost… corrected the bias and accepted gender
hierarchy for all of us…

Women’s Rights are Human Rights End Chair, 2015

I dedicated this installation to all the women, past and present,
who have made my life and my daughters’ lives better, and who
continue the fight for the rights of all girls and women around the
world – and to my role models, my grandmother Dorothy and my
mother Mary Lee, who taught me to speak up for my rights and
for the human rights of all women.”

EXHIBITING
ARTISTS
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NANCY

DAVIDSON

New York, NY

Netella, 1998

“My sculptures integrate extravagant, bulbous, simple large-scale forms with a feminist
view of popular culture, fused with a strong component of the comic-grotesque. The
forms in my work are huge, inflated and immoderate. Latex inflatables have air physically
breathed into them. The fragility, mutability and volume they embody as objects speak to
the material reality of existence. The economy of the ubiquitous balloon in relation to its
generosity of form inspires me.”
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EXHIBITING
ARTISTS

MARCY B. FREEDMAN

Croton-on-Hudson, NY

“It is undeniable that one’s appearance plays a significant role
in one’s reception by others. This is especially true for women
in our society, as they are frequently treated as sex objects
and/or eye candy in the media and in reality.

Marcy B. Freedman

You Are What You Wear is an interactive performance that
addresses this topic. I will allow members of the public to
shape my appearance by selecting clothes for me to wear.
By relinquishing control of my appearance for the evening, I
will suggest the dilemma faced by women who allow others
to dictate the manner in which they present themselves to
the world: a loss of self-determination and self-fulfillment.
Also, since the available clothes will be diverse in style
and function, I will be able to experiment with the various
personas suggested by my attire. For example, if dressed
in conventional business attire, I will attempt to behave in a
reserved and professional manner.
Hopefully, this performance will provoke thought about the
ways in which women are ‘pigeon-holed’ by their wardrobes
– forced to dress and behave within certain culturallyestablished parameters. More generally, the project will draw
attention to our culture’s unfortunate emphasis on appearance
over substance.”

EXHIBITING
ARTISTS
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DEBBIE HAN

Brooklyn, NY

Terms of Beauty VII, 2010

Debbie Han, a Korean-American artist who grew up in Los Angeles, has been
deeply drawn to the issues of how human experiences are shaped and defined in
contemporary culture. Throughout the past decade, she has explored the theme
of idealized female imagery as a means to investigate the issues of race, culture,
identity and perception in today’s pluralistic societies. Her works range from
sculpture and photography to installation and painting. The processes she utilizes
consist of a wide spectrum of methodologies, from appropriating classical images
and craft techniques to cutting-edge photographic manipulation.
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EXHIBITING
ARTISTS

REBECCA MUSHTARE

Oswego, NY

Rebecca Mushtare’s research interests include
representations of gender, design for social impact, design for
aging populations and community-based learning. Mushtare
actively engages her students in community projects and
regularly speaks and publishes on community-based learning
and community partnerships. She has become increasingly
interested in issues related to aging and has collaborated
with colleagues on Recollections: A Memory Loss Awareness
Project, which is now a traveling exhibition that is brought to
elder care facilities. Mushtare is a steering committee member
at the Active Aging and Community Engagement Center at
SUNY Oswego, as well as Education Director and Board
After the Yellow Wallpaper, 2016

Member of AIGA Upstate New York. Mushtare also maintains
a creative practice that overlaps and extends her academic
research. Her creative work spans media from code to fibers.
Her work is often motivated by social and political issues but
she also has a keen interest in the power of abstract color and
shape to provoke and evoke emotion.

EXHIBITING
ARTISTS
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MARI OGIHARA

White Plains, NY

Corset in Tricolor, 2015

“My work is a synthesis of streamlined and repeated form paired with lively, colorful surface
ornamentation…
Each piece begins with the same prototype and takes on a life of its own through a meticulous process
of slicing, altering and painting. The end result is an amalgamation of a unique exterior paired with a
structurally anonymous form. Using plaster, wood and clay molds, I create blank ceramic canvases of an
abstracted part of the human body or a cast of part of a mannequin.
…The ornamentation on the exterior surface works to enhance the luscious glow of the interior, which
is colored in bright pinks and oranges. A repeated motif in my work is a snake-like patterning created by
air-brushing glaze through women’s pantyhose. This sensual texture juxtaposes beautifully with areas of
unadorned clay. The snake can shed its exterior armor and this symbolic decoration mirrors the theme of
duality and transformation in my studio practice.”
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EXHIBITING
ARTISTS

VALERIE PIRAINO

Brooklyn, NY

“Taking cue from my transnational identity, my work explores
the landscape, economy and culture of the African Diaspora.
I create sculptures, installations and drawings as a proxy for
the landscape and bodies of the Global South.
My work often conflates the beauty of the natural
environment and the destruction of the man-made
environment. I reference natural resources (such as gold,
iron ore, forestry and crops). My sculptures are carved from
polystyrene and molded out of epoxy clay. Gold and black
paint reference the long history of mining and environmental
damage on the African continent. Covered in organic debris,
these objects could be seen as being dredged up from the
earth. Using materials like sawdust, natural grasses and
Golden Toil (Unspoiled Papaya), 2014

resin, the surface takes on skin-like qualities. This ‘skin’ –
pocked, diseased, bruised and adorned – reminds us of those
who harvest these resources.
I look at the various ways in which the African natural
environment is manipulated and exploited through tradition,
informal economies and the larger global economy in order to
deepen understandings of contemporary Africa.”

EXHIBITING
ARTISTS
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KATHY RUTTENBERG

Bearsville, NY

“Traveling far to see what is close. The tension of the familiar
seen from a new angle. The journey I take through my soul while
collecting subject matter that lurks deep in my psyche, is powered
by the clay in my hands. My ceramics are expressions that can
be appreciated on many levels. The beauty of the medium itself,
with the alluring surfaces to the enchanted characters I use in
my narratives, creates the allegory and symbolism infused in my
work. The beast in us all, and the anthropomorphism that humans
attribute to animal kind, is very intertwined in my subject matter:
behavior that is both out of control and instinctual, that which is
considered ‘wild.’
The sensuality of the clay is a playful discovery of earthly delights,
the unexpected and the unpredicted. The tools of my work; earth
and fire are mixed with emotions and reflections to create a potent
cocktail to express the absurdities of life, the fear of death, and
the pain and joy of going deep into the cavernous spaces of self
Nature of the Beast, 2014

discovery. I feel witness to what unfolds with the clay in my
hands, as I do with the glaze. A natural force; the medium leads
me to places of creation.”
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EXHIBITING
ARTISTS

BARBARA SEGAL

Yonkers, NY

“In the ‘Designer Handbags’ series, I explore society’s
long-standing obsession with status symbols and my own
ambivalent relationship with them. The stone purses
underscore the inherent contradiction of man’s, and
woman’s, never-ending quest for ephemeral prizes.
In the series, ‘Little Girl’s Dresses,’ light plays a critical role.
By choosing translucent stones and carving delicate layers
of lace and fabric, light passes through transforming a simple
child’s dress into a lush, sensual memory.“
Barbara Segal enjoyed an early childhood of suburban
privilege – 1950s style. But, in 1963, her life changed;
her father had died. Memories of that lost childhood are
preserved in powerful personal images that continue to
Candy Verde, 2016

resonate in Segal’s work today.

EXHIBITING
ARTISTS
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TRICIA WRIGHT

Kingston, NY

Marginalia; Vir Domesticus (detail), 2014 (photo credit: Jeffrey Sturges)

“‘Marginalia’ encompasses several bodies of work in painting-based assemblage, sculpture and
photography, all of which make reference to the domestic environment. The title refers to the sidelined
status of the home and those who work in it… ‘Marginalia’ also refers to the materials I employ…
commonplace materials that are considered trivial, ornamental, and are generally associated with women.
I take these materials out of the margins and reposition them front and center… Works like Vir Domesticus
and Interrupted Chevron make direct allusions to the paintings of Barnett Newman and Kenneth Noland,
presenting domestic materials within the rarified abstract spaces of color field painting and high formalism.
Anaglypta Dreams…takes its name from embossed wallpaper developed in England in the 19th century, and
which has personal resonance for me. In re-presenting my own sculptures as photographs I am implying
another imagined space, one that extends beyond the frame, which is fed by possible narratives associated
with the objects juxtaposed in each piece.”
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EXHIBITING
ARTISTS

NICOLE AWAI

Specimen from Local Ephemera: Drab Hanger
2007, Graphite, Acrylic Paint, Nail Polish on Paper
50” x 38”
Courtesy of Artist Pension Trust

2

6f

Printed cotton fabric
27”x 18”
6g

6h

2007, Graphite, Acrylic Paint, Nail Polish & Glitter on Paper
38”x 50”
Courtesy of Artist Pension Trust

NICOLE AWAI

Specimen from Local Ephemera:
Castle Nut and Drama Queen
2007, Graphite, Acrylic Paint, Nail Polish and Glitter on Paper
50”x 38”

4

NICOLE AWAI

Haul
2011, Three components:

• Wall - Graphite, acrylic paint & nail polish on
paper, 38” x 50”
• Floor 1 - polyurethane resin, nail polish, paper,
ceramic, construction foam and wood, 18” x 12” x 5”
• Floor 2 - Acrylic paint and nail polish on polyurethane
resin, 18” x 1 ½” x 24”

5

NICOLE AWAI

Prevail (I Am Not A Tourist)

6j

6k

6l

Toni, will ALL our stories finally be told & heard?

6m

Bean bag chair with Women’s Rights
are HUMAN RIGHTS!

6b

6c

Feminism for All Side Chair

6n

Bean bag chair with Feminism for ALL!

7

NANCY DAVIDSON

Printed Cotton Fabric
27”x 18”

6d

Feminism for ALL!

6e

Oh Ada, what hast thou wrought
or what’s love got to do with it?

Printed Cotton Fabric
27”x 18”

Printed Cotton Fabric, 27”x 18”

Printed Cotton Fabric
30”x 30”x 30”

Maebe

1994, Latex, Rope, Fabric, Plaster, Net
96”x 60”x 60”

8

White Wood Louis XVI Side Chair with
Printed Cotton Fabric
20”x 22.75”x 39.5”

Women’s Rights are HUMAN RIGHTS!

Printed Cotton Fabric
27”x 18”

Printed Cotton Fabric
30”x 30”x 30”

Beyond a Room of Our Own

White Wood Louis XVI End Chair with
Printed Cotton Fabric
26”x 25”x 39.5”

Dear Lilly, we may be opening doors and
cracking glass ceilings, but when are we going
to get equal pay for the head seat at the table
without a fight?
Printed Cotton Fabric
27”x 18”

LAUREL GARCIA COLVIN

Women’s Rights are Human Rights
End Chair

Linda, what questions should we ask now,
and how should we answer them?
Printed Cotton Fabric
27”x 18”

2016, Mixed Media
6a

Maude, who says we don’t have a sense
of humor?
Printed Cotton Fabric
27”x 18”

2016, Mixed Media Installation
Dimensions Varies

6

Barbara, we have come a long way, but
are there young women to fill our shoes?
Printed Cotton Fabric
27”x 18”

6i

3

Margaret, why is it so hard to lean in,
juggle and plan all at the same time?
Printed Cotton Fabric
27”x 18”

NICOLE AWAI

Specimen from Local Ephemera:
Pinpoint Black (Forward)

Yes, Simone, yes does mean YES
and no means NO!

SHE CHECKLIST

1

NANCY DAVIDSON
Netella

1998, Latex, Rope, Fabric, Plastic
55”x 90”x 60”

9

MARCY B. FREEDMAN
You Are What You Wear

2016, Mixed Media Performance
66”x 40”x 18”

10

DEBBIE HAN

Terms of Beauty VII
2010, Cast Bronze

24”x10”x11” each (9 total)
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11

DEBBIE HAN

The Eye of Perception No. 8

22

2010, Inkjet Print
39.4”x 31”

12

DEBBIE HAN

Season of Being IV

DEBBIE HAN

23

14

15

17

After the Yellow Wallpaper

27

28

Underthing

VALERIE PIRAINO
Juicy

VALERIE PIRAINO

Golden Toils (Unspoiled Papaya)

VALERIE PIRAINO

Ravished, Famished & Juicy (Half Papaya)
2014, Polystyrene, epoxy clay, paint, resin
3.5”x 5”x 8 1/4”

29

VALERIE PIRAINO
Bad Seed,

2014, Polystyrene, epoxy clay, paint
4”x 5”x 8”

30

VALERIE PIRAINO

Sweet Tropical Edibles

2014, Polystyrene, epoxy clay, paint, resin
6 1/4”x 4 1/4”x 4.5”

MARI OGIHARA

Silver Lining Torso

2015, Press molded clay, glazes, rub & buff
13”x 9”x 13.5”

MARI OGIHARA

2014, Polystyrene, epoxy clay, paint
5”x 5”x 9 1/4”

MARI OGIHARA

Strip & Dismantle

Corset in Tricolor,

2014, Polystyrene, epoxy clay, paint, resin
5 1/8”x 4 1/4 x 5 1/4”

Matrilineage

2014, Press molded clay, glazes, acrylic stand
37”x 6”x 23”

19

26

REBECCA MUSHTARE

REBECCA MUSHTARE

MARI OGIHARA

2015, Clay, glazes, acrylic stand
11.5”x 7”x 6”

SIGNal

2016, Thermochromic Ink on Printed Cotton

18

25

REBECCA MUSHTARE

2012, Cross-Stitched QR Code (Grandma), Hand-Quilted
QR Code with Custom Cotton (Gram), Hand-Woven 1/8”
Ribbon QR Code (Mom), Hand-Embroided Custom Silk
(Me), Hand-Woven Beaded QR Code (Sis), Laser-Cut Felt
(You), Web Video, and Website, 10”x10” each (6 total)

Corset in White,

2015, Clay, glazes, 9.5”x 7.5”x 5”

Selling Madonna

2012, Laser cut and engraved signs
9”x 6” each (15 total)

16

24

REBECCA MUSHTARE
2006, Lenticular Prints
4”x5” each (8 total)

MARI OGIHARA
2015, Clay, glazes, 10.5”x6.5”x 5.5”

Season of Being I
2014, Lightjet Print
59”x90”

Artery & Vein Torso

2015, Press molded clay, glazes, rub & buff,
silkscreen decals, acrylic resin, 14”x 8”x 14”

2013, Lightjet Print
59”x 82”

13

MARI OGIHARA

31

VALERIE PIRAINO

Southern Fruit (Two is Better Than One)
2014, Graphite, paint on paper, 12”x 9”

20

MARI OGIHARA
Red Velvet Torso

2015, Press molded clay, glazes, acrylic paint
13”x 10”x 13.5”

21
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MARI OGIHARA

Blood Orange Torso, 2015

Press molded clay, glazes, acrylic paint,
rub & buff, 13”x 8”x 21”

32

VALERIE PIRAINO

Southern Fruit (Drippily)

2014, Graphite, paint on paper
12”x 9”

33

VALERIE PIRAINO

Southern Fruit (Spew)

2014, Pencil and pen on paper, 12”x 9”

KATHY RUTTENBERG
Nature of the Beast

44

BARBARA SEGAL

45

BARBARA SEGAL

2014, Acrylic, polyurethane, paper, canvas
36”x 60”

46

Little Small Girl’s Dress (Blue)
from the “Candy Stripe” series
47

BARBARA SEGAL

38

39

49

50

51

2015-2016. 3D Print (PLA)
15”x 14”x 9”

41

BARBARA SEGAL

Little Tall Girl’s Dress (Pink)
from the “Candy Stripe” series

52

BARBARA SEGAL

53

Москва

2016, Giclee Print
13”x19”

Marginalia; Interrupted Chevron

TRICIA WRIGHT

Marginalia; Empty Shelf

TRICIA WRIGHT

Marginalia; Empty Dish

TRICIA WRIGHT

Marginalia; Broken Cup (Bushmont)

TRICIA WRIGHT
SHE

Firenze

BARBARA SEGAL

TRICIA WRIGHT

2016, Acrylic, paper, polyurethane, wood, ceramic
22”x 30”

2016, Acrylic, paper, plaster, plastic and metal
drain, feathers, audio equipment
21.5”x 36”

2016, Giclee Print
13”x 19”

43

Anaglypta Dreams; Green Room

2016, Acrylic, paper, polyurethane, wood, ceramic
22”x 30”

2015-2016, 3D Print (PLA)
15”x 14”x 9”

42

TRICIA WRIGHT

2016, Acrylic, paper, polyurethane, wood, plaster
22”x 30”

BARBARA SEGAL

Little Tall Girl’s Dress (Fiesta)
from the “Candy Stripe” series

Anaglypta Dreams; Pink Room

2015, Acrylic, polyurethane, textile ribbon, canvas
36”x 48”

BARBARA SEGAL

Little Small Girl’s Dress (Orange)
from the “Candy Stripe” series

TRICIA WRIGHT

2015, Archival pigmented inkjet print
20”x 26”

Little Small Girl’s Dress, from “Candy Stripe” series

2015-2016, 3D Print (PLA)
11”x 12”x 7”

40

48

BARBARA SEGAL

2015-2016, 3D Print (PLA)
11”x 12”x 7”

Anaglypta Dreams; Blue Room

2015, Archival pigmented inkjet print
20”x 26”

Little Small Girl’s Dress (Yellow)
from the “Candy Stripe” series
2015-2016, 3D Print (PLA)
11”x 12”x 7”

TRICIA WRIGHT

2015, Archival pigmented inkjet print
20”x 26”

2015-2016, 3D Print (PLA)
11”x 12”x 7”

37

TRICIA WRIGHT

Marginalia; Vir Domesticus

Candy Verde

2016, Verde Smeraldo Marble and Gold Leaf
23”x 24”x 11”

36

Erice

2016, Giclee Print
13”x 19”

2014, Ceramic, Rubber, Copper, Bronze, Mixed Media
108”x 72”x 66”

35

BARBARA SEGAL

SHE CHECKLIST

34

54

TRICIA WRIGHT

Late Mirror Stage; Dappled Light
2013, Acrylic on canvas, 48”x 36”
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
THURSDAY

MAR 10

and beauty at Bloomingdale’s,

6-8PM

White Plains.

MONDAY

An Evening with the Guerilla
Girls - Join us for a performance

MAR 21
6-8PM

MONDAY

and Q&A with an art world icon and
iconoclast. Online registration required.

MAR 28

Visit this extension of SHE at
the White Plains Public Library
Opening Day

SATURDAY

Her Stories - A Multimedia

10AM

APR 2
6PM

APR
TBA

SATURDAY

APR 9
1-3PM

THURSDAY

APR 21

THURSDAY

APR 21

THURSDAY

APR 28

Performance focusing on the
strength, wisdom and perseverance
of the female human spirit.

Fashion SHEek: Teens take
the Runway - Outdated prom
dresses get an upgrade

Beyond Wonder Woman Guests will create an action hero
figurine and tell his / her story

Teens Take the Lead The team at the Eileen Fisher
Leadership Institute will lead
empowering workshops

You Are What You Wear
Guests will be able to select
Marcy’s outfit, which she will then
wear, assuming the character
dictated by the ensemble.

When I Grow Up, I Want to
be... Female leaders from a cross-

6-8PM

section of area businesses will talk
about their professional paths

SATURDAY

Code of Her Own - Learn the

APR 30
31 •

SHE is Beauty - A night of art

1-3PM

basics of what will help you create
the next Facebook or Instagram.

SATURDAY

APR 30

Pixels: A Beading Workshop
- Design a bracelet with 3D-printed

2-4PM

materials as you learn the basics of
3D-printing

SATURDAY

A Mother’s Day Tea Party - Celebrate

MAY 7

the special women in your life as you enjoy
the perfect cup of tea together.

THURSDAY

Leaders of Tomorrow - empowering

MAY 12

workshops that spark creativity and
explore themes of identity, confidence and
self-image.

SATURDAY

MAY 14

Upcycled Hats, with Style Guru
Debra Rapoport - “Green” your fashion

1-4PM

wardrobe by creating hats from recycled
t-shirts.

SATURDAY

CyberThreads - Create your own piece of

1-3PM

JUN 4

fashion-forward tech couture that lights up
at your command.

THURSDAY

Private Words/Public Lights - Create

2-4:30PM

JUN 4

a collage of words that represent your
private, secret self

SATURDAY

Eco-Style II - Transform found materials

1-3PM

JUN 11

into a unique and fashion-forward bracelet
or wristband.

THURSDAY

Offensive: Images of Women in
Advertising - Artist and art historian

5PM

Marcy B. Freedman discusses the role
women play in advertising

TBA

Men Talking to Boys About Domestic
Violence - This program focuses on

1-4PM

JUN 18

recognizing and preventing domestic
violence.
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